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HOMELAND SECURITY SELECTS NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY FOR 

EXPLOSIVES RESEARCH CENTER OF EXCELLENCE  
  

WASHINGTON – The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology 

(S&T) Directorate announced today the selection of Northeastern University’s Center for 

Awareness and Location of Explosives-Related Threats (ALERT) to lead a renewed DHS Center 

of Excellence (COE) for Explosives Research.  S&T will provide ALERT with a $2.5 million 

grant for the first of five years.     

  

 “ALERT already has contributed substantially to the security of the United States through a top-

notch explosives research and education program,” said Matthew Clark, Director of S&T’s 

Office of University Programs (OUP), which manages the COE system.  “ALERT meets DHS’s 

high standards for scientific quality, and demonstrates readiness and ability to engage with DHS 

to solve real-world security problems.”  

 

S&T selected the Northeastern-led team through an open call for proposals and a rigorous 

competitive process, marking the second time Northeastern and its partners have won this 

distinction.  Under the leadership of Northeastern and the University of Rhode Island, the new 

ALERT COE will expand efforts initiated in 2008 by the existing Center.  The renewed ALERT 

will collaborate with DHS S&T, DHS operational components, industrial partners, and other 

COEs to help the United States detect and defeat explosives threats.  ALERT will also develop 

relevant educational curricula for both university students and mid-career professionals. 

 

The DHS COEs were established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 to be a “coordinated, 

university-based system to enhance the Nation’s homeland security.”  S&T’s COEs are a well-

integrated network of researchers focused on specific high-priority DHS challenges and   work 

directly with DHS operational agencies to solve complex and difficult security problems.  

 

For more information about OUP and the COEs, please visit www.dhs.gov/st-oup. 
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